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VA VA VOOM
By far the best vacuum
cleaner on the market – the
Dyson V8 Absolute cord-free
machine. It has twice the
suction of any other and has
a run time of 40 minutes in
normal mode. It can quickly
transform from handheld
to stick modes in one click.
Priced at €599.98 from
www.dyson.ie, including a
two year hassle-free warranty
on parts and labour.
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Boho Crazy!
Snow-capped cushions, cactistrung garlands and vintage
style pennants sit alongside
an assortment of artworks.
Everything is meticulously crafted
by hand, using the premium
materials. We love everything!
Visit www.huntersbohemia.com
for more.

What’s
New?

Petit Panda

Irish company Babycare International is delighted to announce
the Petit Panda Air+ breathable baby pillow. Designed with
memory foam to create a 2 in 1 cushion that raises baby’s
head to keep it rounded, and allows air to circulate through its
ventilating mesh weave. Available from Smyths at € 24.95.

New from Toys and Games Ireland
is Lottie Forest Friend - the most
recent addition to the Lottie doll
collection. She costs €19.99.
Visit www.toysandgames.ie for
more information.

The Pod, invented by a
Midwife and mum of four, is
a sock-like innovation shaped
like a peapod, made from
super-soft cotton. Much less
hassle than swaddling – you
just pop the baba in. Check
out their full colour range at
www.libertyslings.co.uk.

Totseat makes mealtimes
on the move quick and easy
by creating a safe haven
for babies from any adult
chair. We love the apple
print too! Priced at €22.00
from www.totseat.com.

Life Style Sports is delighted to
announce the launch of its new
children’s trainer offering, My
First Trainers. Available in over 20
stores nationwide, with specialist
fitting advice and a bespoke
measuring service. There is a
huge choice of both boys and
girls trainers, available from top
international brands, with sizes
ranging from 4–9.

Thanks a Lottie

Pea in a Pod

EASY AS ONE,
TOT, SEAT

#MYFIRSTTRAINERS

Section
Saviour
C-Panty is a complete solution
through every stage of the healing
process, speeding up recovery and
slimming the tummy after having a
c-section. The compression of the
garment reduces swelling, helps
decrease excess fluids and shrink
the uterus. Visit www.cpanty.com
for more.

